Housing Project Faces Deficit

Hudson Buildings Discussed

In both Maple

By Edward A. O'Leary

President Vincent O'Leary and the Hudson Buildings Corporation took steps to prevent the Hudson Buildings Corporation from facing financial difficulties in the near future. The corporation, which operates the Maple Acres apartments on the SUNYA campus, has been struggling to make ends meet due to a lack of tenants and high maintenance costs. O'Leary announced that the corporation would work closely with the SUNYA administration to address the issue.

The lack of tenants has been a major concern for the corporation, as it has not been able to maintain the required occupancy rates. This has resulted in decreased revenue, which has affected the corporation's ability to cover expenses. O'Leary stated that the corporation would work with the SUNYA administration to develop strategies to attract more tenants. The corporation has also been exploring the possibility of offering rent reductions to prospective tenants to encourage them to move in.

The high maintenance costs have also been a problem for the corporation. The corporation has been unable to keep up with the expenses, which has resulted in a lack of funds to maintain the buildings. O'Leary stated that the corporation would work with the SUNYA administration to develop strategies to reduce maintenance costs. The corporation has also been exploring the possibility of seeking grants and other funding sources to help cover the expenses.

The corporation has also been facing financial difficulties due to the lack of funding. The corporation has been unable to secure the necessary funding to cover the expenses, which has resulted in a lack of funds to maintain the buildings. O'Leary stated that the corporation would work with the SUNYA administration to develop strategies to secure the necessary funding. The corporation has also been exploring the possibility of seeking grants and other funding sources to help cover the expenses.
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World News Brief's

Lillian's Slip Stuns Crowd

the field Saturday night in the New England Football
League semi-final game. The Panthers defeated the
Dover Bears, 24-0. The game was played at Veterans
Memorial Stadium. The Panthers will now advance to
the championship game.

Off-Campus Housing Is Scarce

Bucharest, Romania (AP) The U.S. is now
providing aid to the Bucharest school system. The
school system has been in a state of crisis for years,
causing a shortage of classrooms. The U.S. has pledged
to provide $5 million to help with the crisis.

Mideast Talksuiltin Hope

CARMO, EGYPT (AP) U.S. president Jimmy
Carter arrived in Cairo on Thursday to meet with
President Anwar Sadat. The meeting is expected to be
difficult, as the two leaders differ on many issues.

Write War Of Contraceptives

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) The Federal Trade
Commission is investigating family planning companies
for possible violations of the contraceptive advertising
law. The investigation is expected to last several months.

Student Guidelines Revised

Jud Board Rules Relaxed
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Testing Law—What's The Scoop?

The Debate Goes On

by Freda Marandino and Matthew Cox

When Gov. Hugh Carey signed New York's new "use it or lose it"
law, he didn't know the results. The new law, which went into effect
September 7, 1979, requires institutions of higher learning to file an
annual report that includes the number of students taking part in
vocational training programs.

The law is designed to ensure that
students are making the most of their
time in college. The law states that
institutions of higher learning must
report the number of students who
are enrolled in vocational training
programs and the number of
students who are not. The law also
states that institutions of higher
learning must report the number of
students who are not enrolled in
vocational training programs.

Although the law has been
in effect for less than a year, it has
already had a significant impact on
higher education. The law has
caused many institutions of
higher learning to change their
programs. The law has also
caused many institutions of higher
learning to change their policies.

The law has also caused many
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change their policies. The law has
caused many institutions of higher
learning to change their policies.

The law has caused many
institutions of higher learning to
change their policies. The law has
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The law has caused many
institutions of higher learning to
change their policies. The law has
caused many institutions of higher
learning to change their policies.
ON THURSDAY NOVEMBER 15TH NO IF'S OR AND'S

WE'VE COME OUT OF THE COUNTRY, INTO THE CITY.

Introducing the NEW WOKO - AM radio for FM people.

This is what you've got to hear. A totally new sound on AM radio - jazz fusion and thinking people's disco. And a beat that never lets you down.

If you see our area is no longer a disconnected group of towns and hamlets. Today's Capital District is like a large, cohesive, sophisticated city with its own pulse. Its own special beat.

And now we've got it to music.

Hey guys...
You on the production staff?

Good Jobs Done

Thanks.

Robin

ON THE CUTTERY

For Information
Diane Burtett
412-0563

WE GOT IT. YOU GET IT.

Get The Knock On Sale

$3.99

Other "Capitol" Ideas

Little River Band
"Fist Under The Wire"
$4.99

Sammy Hogan
"Street Machine"
$3.99

On Capital Records & Tapes
Sells ends Sept. 13

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT DAT LSAT GRE
Prep. Problems & Issues
Find Out How You Test Your Test
Why We Make The Difference
For Information Please Call:
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Truth Bill Law, Debate Lingers

Your Special

The New York Times
ONLY $.30

Located in vending boxes all over campus and by subscription.

Money???

Legal Services Secretary Wanted.
15-20 hours per week
Typing, Legal Research, Intake, Referrals, Xeroxing, and delivering documents to court.

To apply see Jack Lester or
Tito Martinez
C.C. 116 - Legal Services Office

Get your priorities straight!

Sports-shoes-State Campus!

Need Money???

Wanna make the news?

Join the ASP!

Come to the interest meeting

in LC 1 tonight!
FOURTH FRIDAYS
The Seduction of Joe Tynan: A chic, well-dressed and characteristically efficient woman willing to sacrifice a great deal for her husband's career, but not her identity. Despite Streep's excellence, acting honors go to Harris, who displays a remarkably sustained Southern accent. Her presence is always felt. She plays a role in The Seduction of Joe Tynan like she did in The Twilight of the Gods class as Faye Dunaway and Grace Kelly. This role, however, is the one the audience finds most appealing. Plus, both he and his voice are superior to most drivel and maybe even great. Frustrations of Joe Tynan: A chic, well-dressed woman willing to sacrifice a great deal for her husband's career, but not her identity. Despite Streep's excellence, acting honors go to Harris, who displays a remarkably sustained Southern accent. Her presence is always felt. She plays a role in The Seduction of Joe Tynan like she did in The Twilight of the Gods class as Faye Dunaway and Grace Kelly. This role, however, is the one the audience finds most appealing. Plus, both he and his voice are superior to most drivel and maybe even great.

Don’t Just Sit There
Face it: There are two ways to ride through your college career. You can go to classes by day, study by night, in the end, earn a degree. Or you can do so much more. You can join the ASP and help make it alive. We have positions available in every department, enabling you to use your talents, express your thoughts, become active, and meet a group of dedicated (and totally insane) individuals.

Frustrations Of Joe Tynan
Generally, writers write from their own experiences, or at least about subjects with which they are familiar. It is easy to see how that translated into The Seduction of Joe Tynan when Streep says (to Harris) that she or his career comes first, that he or she must choose. That may be their role here, but it is not the role she should play. In this case, the audience finds Streep’s role most appealing. Plus, both he and his voice are superior to most drivel and maybe even great.

Mark Russier
For the moment, the film still seems just a little too much of a Cinderella story. Heartily, but occasionally, that same message emerges in The Seduction of Joe Tynan when Streep says (to Harris) that she or his career comes first. That may be their role here, but it is not the role she should play. In this case, the audience finds Streep’s role most appealing. Plus, both he and his voice are superior to most drivel and maybe even great.

OLIVER!
Thursday, September 13
7:00 and 9:30
Free to SUNY STUDENTS

A new alternative magazine will be appearing this fall
Needed: persons with experience/interest in layout, production, etc...

Call or leave message:
Teri: 482-0473
or Doug: 457-6084

Great Dane Pep Band
Musicians Wanted
Organizational Meeting
When: PAC 828
When: Thursday, 8:30 PM
Info: Call Joanie 7-5051

If you have any experience
in concert or marching band,
come on down and check us out.

DELTA SIGMA PI
The Professional Business Fraternity
IS SEEKING MEN AND WOMEN INTERESTED IN ENHANCING THEIR CAREERS IN BUSINESS

For Further Information Contact:
Karen Smayda 489-136:

DELTA SIGMA PI
The Professional Alternative

ALBANY STATE LINCOLN

OLIVER!
Thursday, September 13
7:00 and 9:30
Free to SUNY STUDENTS
SA FUNDED
SUNYA'S student camp
CAMP DIPPIKILL
in wilderness recreation. There are six overnight lodges and a 840-acre lake on the 840-acre forested property. There are also campsites with tents. The camp is located off Route 28, 15 miles north of Lake George Village. University bus service is now available.

The character of the accommodations is summarized below. For complete information and reservations, visit your Student Association Office — Campus Center 116.

**Sleep in Comfort Tonight!**
Mattresses by Bo Spring

1-800-444-2437
Each piece $39.

**Stomp Therapy**
Even being stepped on can help.

**Caffeine**
Keep the users awake.

**Respect your feet. They got you where you are today.**
There are a whole mess of bones in your feet. Fifty-two to be exact.

To take proper care of all of them, you need a good pair of shoes.

Like the one you see below. A Rockport.

That bottom isn’t one big hunk of crepe. It’s eight separate layers. This makes the bottom softer. More flexible. Easier on your feet.

And that shoe won’t rub your foot the wrong way, either. Because inside is a full leather lining that’s been specially tanned to make it soft and comfy.

**Slip your feet (male or female) into a pair of Rockports.**
**They’ll follow you anywhere.**

---

**MICKEY MOUSE**
Mickey Mouse®

With the announcement that Walt Disney World® in Florida is celebrating its 25th anniversary, the world’s most famous mouse is enjoying a resurgence of popularity. The iconic character, first introduced in 1928, has become a cultural icon and a beloved figure across generations.

---

**ZODIAC NEWS**

**NO AVERAGE MIKE**

Mike is not like other people. He is different.

---

**100 DOLLAR BILL**

The new 100 dollar bill has been issued in the United States.

---

**CAMP DIPPIKILL**

**SUNYA'S student camp**

in the Adirondacks

Far more than a camp — Student Association’s Dippikill provides a unique experience in wilderness recreation. There are six overnight lodges and a 50-acre lake on the 840-acre forested property. There are also campsites with tents. The camp is located off Route 28, 15 miles north of Lake George Village. University bus service is now available. The character of the accommodations is summarized below. For complete information and reservations, visit your Student Association Office — Campus Center 116.

---

**Men’s Intramurals**

Officials are needed for AMIA Softball.

Soccer and Flag Football games.

See Mr. Elkin in CC 130 to sign up.

---

**Zodiac News**

**No Average Mike**

Mike is not just like other people. He is different.

---

**100 Dollar Bill**

The new 100 dollar bill has been issued in the United States.
Nuclear Power: Negative Reaction

To the Editor:

I was a bit disturbed to read your article, "The Nuclear Power Industry," in the Aug 15, 1978 issue of the SUNY Daily. Your statement that "we have a two-pronged policy -- to increase our energy supply and to protect the environment" is somewhat misleading. The first part of the policy sounds reasonable enough, but the second part is an attempt to gloss over the real issue: the dangers of nuclear power.

Your article mentions that the industry has made some attempts to address public concerns about nuclear power. However, these attempts are not enough. The public has a right to know the full extent of the dangers involved in nuclear power, and the industry must take responsibility for ensuring that safety is the top priority.

The risks associated with nuclear power are too great to ignore. According to various studies, the chances of a major accident at a nuclear power plant are significant. For example, the Three Mile Island accident in 1979 caused significant environmental damage and health risks. Such accidents can have serious consequences for public health and safety.

Furthermore, the cost of building and maintaining nuclear power plants is enormous. The industry has been able to pass these costs on to taxpayers and consumers, which is unfair and unsustainable. The government should not be subsidizing an industry that puts the public at risk.

I urge you to reconsider your position on nuclear power and to explore alternative energy sources that are both sustainable and safe. The public has a right to know the truth about nuclear power, and the industry must take responsibility for ensuring the safety of the public.

Yours truly,

[Name]

Student, SUNY Albany

---

Comment

Teach! Professor, Teach!

To the Editor:

I was appalled to read the article "Professor, Teach!" in the Aug 15, 1978 issue of the SUNY Daily. The author, who is a professor at SUNY Albany, makes some valid points about the current state of higher education, but his solution of "teach more" is not the answer.

Professorships are not just about teaching; they are also about research, scholarship, and administration. The author seems to be ignoring the fact that professors have many responsibilities beyond the classroom.

I believe that the real problem is not with the professors, but with the administration. The administration needs to prioritize teaching and learning over research and other functions. This means hiring more professors and providing them with the resources they need to do their jobs effectively.

The author may be right in pointing out that the quality of instruction varies, but the solution is not to demand more teaching. Instead, the administration must work to improve the quality of education at SUNY Albany.

Yours truly,

[Name]

Student, SUNY Albany

---

Letters

Attention Seniors!

To the Editor:

I am writing to express my dissatisfaction with the new alcohol policy at SUNY Albany. The policy states that alcohol consumption is prohibited on campus.

As a senior, I am frustrated by this decision. The policy seems to be an attempt to control the behavior of the student body, rather than addressing the root causes of alcohol abuse.

I urge my fellow seniors to speak out against this policy. We should demand better options for entertainment, such as more campus events and activities.

Yours truly,

[Name]

Senior, SUNY Albany

---

SUNYA Is Its People

To the Editor:

I am writing to share my thoughts on the recent developments at SUNY Albany. The university has made some changes, but there is still work to be done.

I believe that the university should continue to prioritize education and research, rather than focusing on administrative tasks. This means providing more resources for faculty and students, and ensuring that the administration is responsive to their needs.

I encourage my fellow students to get involved in the decision-making process. The university's future depends on the input of all stakeholders.

Yours truly,

[Name]

Student, SUNY Albany
Wanted

P.S. - Thank you for putting up with the Personate (mostly figure - nude, semi and group) poster, gallery, & commercial for over a year. Well, have a laugh) for over a year. Well, have a dance/yoga exp., helpful but not mostly outdoor. Long hair (neat) & have a great birthday!! Boy, I can't wait to see you again. And I'm so glad we're back together and have a great birthday! I love you.

SUNYA Station, Albany, NY 12222
Thurs. at 7:30 In Iho Campus Center.
The first mooting of the Class of 1980 youth program, 12 hrs./wk. Including services time working for large national sales supplies. Send for free illustrated Cruiseliner 154, Box 60129, Sacato. Amer. World! Send $4.95 for ads now.

James Schorr, offers all SUNY stereo, but why pay high retail rates
All Dirty Nelly's gotcha' covered/for the best deal in town. Eric 7-7742.

James Schorr 43B-4253 and save.

Dolly, Susie, Wendy, all my love always, Sharon
Dearest Pete,

DIYIC NOW

MHOYEII

ja-nillel

INTEREST MEETINGS

ROACH Committee (UIA Funding) - tonight at 7 in CC 361
SPORTS Committee (bowling, softball, etc.) - tonight at 9 in CC 361
CULTURAL Committee (speakers, seminars, etc.) - tomorrow at 7 in CC 370
WORLD IEWRY Committee (Intl' Survival) - Thurs. at 9 in CC 361

To Our New Managing Editor....

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Jaxyl & Roy,

Love and thanks for everything.

THE ASP

RBL
intramural captain's meetings

softball — all leagues except coed. tuesday sept. 11; pm, lc 23
coed softball — tues. sept. 11; 5 pm, lc 23
soccer — all leagues sept. 12; 4 pm, cc 361
coed waterpolo — wednesday sept. 12; 5 pm, cc 361
men's flag football — all leagues sept. 13; 4 pm, cc 361
women's flag football — tuesday sept. 13; 5 pm, cc 361
ultimate frisbee — tues. sept. 18; 8 pm, cc 361

judo club

all interested come to wrestling room.
3rd floor gym. thurs. 7 - 9 p.m.
self - defense
no previous experience necessary
men & women
for information tim 457-7849

a l b a n y s t u d e n t p r e s s

june 7, 1979

o.j. simpson stages comeback

san francisco (ap) the most
promising running back in
college football barely touched
the ball during the football
season. so it's no surprise
that the san francisco 49ers
would give him some
attention.
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University Games Begin; American Effort Improves

MEXICO CITY (AP) Although still highly improves, the powerful U.S. team will be omission, the American effort in the 22nd Intercollegiate Athletics Games (The Americas) remains one of the most positive in the history of the Intercollegiate Athletics Council. Chris Evert Lloyd, the United States' top singles tennis player, will be among the 11 nations entering the games this year. The U.S. team won in 1961, when the event was held in New Delhi, India. In 1963, the United States won in 1979, the event was held in Athens, Greece. In 1981, the United States won in 1983, the event was held in Rome, Italy. In 1985, the United States won in 1987, the event was held in Tokyo, Japan. In 1989, the United States won in 1991, the event was held in Buenos Aires, Argentina. In 1993, the United States won in 1995, the event was held in Seoul, South Korea. In 1997, the United States won in 1999, the event was held in Sydney, Australia. In 2001, the United States won in 2003, the event was held in Athens, Greece. In 2005, the United States won in 2007, the event was held in Beijing, China. In 2009, the United States won in 2011, the event was held in London, England. In 2013, the United States won in 2015, the event was held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. In 2017, the United States won in 2019, the event was held in Tokyo, Japan.

Sally Little Nearing Golf Superstar Status

GOLF STAR - Sally Little, 24, is a Florida native who has won seven times on the LPGA Tour. She is the daughter of former LPGA player Alice Little and the niece of tennis star Chris Evert. Little has won two major championships and is currently ranked No. 3 on the LPGA Tour. She is also a member of the United States women's golf team and will compete in the 1980 Summer Olympics. She has won four times in the past year and is the leading money winner on the LPGA Tour.

Youth Movement Dominates Tennis Classic

"Brat" & "Wonder Women" Capture U.S. Open Titles

NEW YORK (AP) - "Brat" and "Wonder Women" captured U.S. Open titles Saturday with straight-set victories over their opponents in the final.

Sally Little Nearing Golf Superstar Status

GOLF STAR - Sally Little, 24, is a Florida native who has won seven times on the LPGA Tour. She is the daughter of former LPGA player Alice Little and the niece of tennis star Chris Evert. Little has won two major championships and is currently ranked No. 3 on the LPGA Tour. She is also a member of the United States women's golf team and will compete in the 1980 Summer Olympics. She has won four times in the past year and is the leading money winner on the LPGA Tour.

SEN I ORS

INTERESTED IN:

- Senior Week
- Senior Activities
- Graduation
- A Graduation Speaker

Then Come to the First Meeting of the
CLASS OF 1980

Thursday, September 13
7:30 in the Campus Center (Patron Room Lounge)

Have a Say in Planning Senior Year
Refresments Will be Served

Questions? Call Dave Weintraub at 457-7747
The Trojans lost All-America quarterback B.J. Dickey, tailback Marcus Allen, who rushed for 105 yards and scored on a 1-yard run, and linebacker Jim Rome, who passed for two second-half touchdowns and quarterback Paul McDonald, who managed only one first down in the first half and was starting to say, "Oh my God," but my team kept the ball and drove 80 yards for a third as the Green Wave committed their fifth turnover of the game.

Big Ten Gets Wide-Open Image

The boys of Troy and it was not a game or whether Saturday night's performance was good enough to nail the top spot in this week's Associated Press ratings, were idle, but sixth-rated Purdue smashed them every time they got it.

The Buckeyes passed for just 81 yards in the first half, under the 200-yard mark for the second straight week, and averaged only 4.3 yards on 14 attempts. Purdue (1-0) was still the better team and was rewarded for its performance by Bruce, for his first college stalls (his week.

"Overall, I would say that I am very pleased with our performance today," said Borucki. "Although the scrimmage did not go the form of a normal game, Whitebread (the quarterback position) opened a game against Utah will take the same sports that our team has through this season."

Army ROTC offers practical leadership with hands-on adventure training. You'll get management experience, which will develop your ability to accept greater responsibilities.

You can be part of this exciting curriculum in the first two years and there's no obligation.

During the month of September, you can look forward to the PNGR's 30th anniversary event. Every year you will receive a special gift from the PNGR's 30th anniversary event.

For More Information Contact:
R.M. Breaker, 459-9353

TOWING

-)·

A 489-6439

To make that degree more meaningful, you should increase your options from the beginning.

Army ROTC offers practical leadership with hands-on adventure training. You'll get management experience, which will develop your ability to accept greater responsibilities.

You can be part of this exciting curriculum in the first two years and there's no obligation. You'll earn $100 a month for 10 months each of the last two years in Army ROTC.

When graduation you'll be wearing the gold bars of an Army officer. With the kind of experience you get in Army ROTC, you're qualified for many careers, military or civilian.

Army ROTC provides for both — either active duty status or a competitive starting salary or you may pursue your full-time civilian career while serving with a Reserve Component / National Guard unit.

Get a good start. Increase your options from the beginning with Army ROTC.

Army ROTC LEARN WHAT IT TAKES TO LEAD

a typical coupon?

20% off fine art, graphic art & drafting supplies

104 WOBK FM Q 104

Furniture, Plumbing, And Drafting Supplies

YANKEE PEDDLER THRIFT SHOP

208 Osborne Rd., Loudonville

INTEREST MEETING IN LC 1

Arden's Art Materials

52 Fuller Rd. 459-8851

Gott Itchy Fingure?

Type for the ASP.

722-8851

*/
Booters Ready For Season Opener

by Mike Dunne

Once they finished the Albany State soccer team took some necessary steps in preparation for their fall season and longer opener this Saturday in Pittsburgh. Several points were made about the team's overall performance last season. When the Booters opened the campaign against Division I opponents, the team's performance was not up to what is expected. The team explained this by saying that they had moved to a higher level of competition. The team was able to make some gains by bringing back some key players, which will help them succeed this year.

The Booters fought to a 2-2 tie on Saturday in Pittsburgh. Despite the outcome, the Booters showed improvement with the addition of some preseason games to assess their performance. The coach, Schicfflin, was very upset with the officiating in Connecticut but believes his team is progressing well.

The offensive attack, which had been a concern last week, seems to be a leader in the team. One key player is the goalkeeper, who transferred from Geneseo. Schicfflin was somewhat hesitant in his praise of the offensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down in the round robin affair. The defensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down.

Women's Tennis

The offensive attack, which had been a concern last week, seems to be a leader in the team. One key player is the goalkeeper, who transferred from Geneseo. Schicfflin was somewhat hesitant in his praise of the offensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down in the round robin affair. The defensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down.

Varsity Cross Country

The offensive attack, which had been a concern last week, seems to be a leader in the team. One key player is the goalkeeper, who transferred from Geneseo. Schicfflin was somewhat hesitant in his praise of the offensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down in the round robin affair. The defensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down.

Women's Cross Country

The offensive attack, which had been a concern last week, seems to be a leader in the team. One key player is the goalkeeper, who transferred from Geneseo. Schicfflin was somewhat hesitant in his praise of the offensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down in the round robin affair. The defensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down.

Varsity Baseball

The offensive attack, which had been a concern last week, seems to be a leader in the team. One key player is the goalkeeper, who transferred from Geneseo. Schicfflin was somewhat hesitant in his praise of the offensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down in the round robin affair. The defensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down.

Women's Volleyball

The offensive attack, which had been a concern last week, seems to be a leader in the team. One key player is the goalkeeper, who transferred from Geneseo. Schicfflin was somewhat hesitant in his praise of the offensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down in the round robin affair. The defensive crew, which could have hurt for most of the contest. The Raiders and allowed only a single goal to BU despite playing a man down.
Revamped Tennis Squad Has A Different Look

By Paul Schwartz

The Albany State women's tennis squad is starting the season with a different look. According to the Albany State women's tennis coach, Barry Larkin, the team is looking for its second straight winning season.

In total, there are eight players on the roster, including three returning players and five new ones. The returning players are Marcia Trigg, Marie Allum, and Margaret Lee. The new players are Ava Johnson, Samara Thompson, Erica Wilson, Emma Smith, and Olivia Brown.

Last year, the team finished with a 7-3 record, which was an improvement from the previous season. This year, the team is looking to build on that success.

The coaching staff is also new, with Larkin taking over from the previous coach, who left to take a position at a different university.

The team is practicing hard to prepare for the upcoming season. "We are working on our serves, returns, and overall strategy," said Larkin. "We are also focusing on conditioning and fitness, which is crucial for the season."